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Abstract Previous reconstructions of summer temperatures from ice cores have relied on a statistical
relationship between a melt layer and temperature observed at nearby stations. This study presents a
novel method for reconstructing summer temperatures from melt layers in ice cores using an energy
balance model that incorporates heat conduction and meltwater refreezing in the firn. We use the
seasonal patterns in the ERA-Interim reanalysis data set for an ice core site to calculate the amounts of
refreezing water within the firn under various summer mean temperature (SMT) and annual precipitation
conditions, and prepared calibration tables containing these three variables. We then estimate the SMTs
from the refreezing amount and annual accumulation, both of which can be obtained from an ice core. We
apply this method to four ice cores that were recovered from sites with different climates: two sites on the
Greenland Ice Sheet, one in Alaska, and one in Russian Altai. The reconstructed SMTs show comparable
variations with those of observed temperatures at nearby stations. The nonlinear relationship between
SMT and melt layer thickness differs between sites, indicating that a single linear approximation cannot
be employed to estimate SMT. Sensitivity analyses suggest that the annual temperature range, amount of
annual precipitation, and firn albedo (which is a time-invariant value in the model) significantly affect the
relationship between SMT and melt layer thickness. This new method provides an alternative to existing
approaches and yields an independent estimate of SMT from ice cores that have been affected by melting.
Plain Language Summary

Melt layers in ice cores have been widely used as a proxy for
summer temperatures. Previous studies established a statistical relationship between melt layer thickness
and temperature observed at nearby stations and then applied it to the deeper part of the ice core. This
study presents a novel method for reconstructing summer temperatures from the melt layer thickness in
an ice core using an energy balance model that incorporates heat conduction and meltwater refreezing in
the firn. We calculate the refreezing amounts within the firn under various summer mean temperature
(SMT) and annual precipitation conditions, for which a reanalysis data set is systematically changed. We
then estimate the SMTs from the refreezing amount (estimated from melt layer thickness) and annual
accumulation, both of which can be obtained from an ice core. We apply this method to four ice cores
recovered from different climatic sites. The reconstructed SMTs show comparable variations with those of
observed temperatures at nearby stations. The relationship between SMT and melt layer thickness differs
between sites, indicating that a single approximation cannot be employed to estimate SMT. This new
method provides an alternative independent estimate of SMT from ice cores affected by melting.

1. Introduction
© 2021. The Authors. Earth and
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medium, provided the original work is
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Ice cores drilled on alpine glaciers and polar ice sheets contain information on environmental conditions
that helps us to understand climate change. In particular, water stable isotopes (WSIs) have been utilized
as a proxy of temperature, which is one of the most fundamental climatological parameters recorded in ice
(e.g., Jouzel et al., 1997; Johnsen et al., 2001). However, uncertainties exist because the isotope information
in ice is commonly biased by the seasonality and amount of precipitation, as well as the source of water
vapor (e.g., Pfahl & Sodemann, 2014; Steig et al., 1994). Furthermore, the relationship between temperature
and stable water isotopes varies from region to region, making it necessary to establish the relationship at
the ice-core site to reconstruct temperature from WSIs in the ice core.
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On the other hand, melt layer (also called melt feature) has been widely used as a proxy for summer temperatures (e.g., Fisher & Koerner, 1994; Herron et al., 1981; Koerner, 1977; Koerner & Fisher, 1990). Trusel
et al. (2018) demonstrated that melt layer could be used for estimating runoff from the Greenland Ice Sheet
by combining melt layer stratigraphy with regional climate model output. Previous studies have reported
warming trends based on an increase in melt layer thickness in ice cores, but few studies have quantitatively
reconstructed the temperature itself (e.g., Alley & Anandakrishnan, 1995; Henderson et al., 2006; Kameda
et al., 1995; Okamoto et al., 2011; Winski et al., 2018). Temperatures have generally been inferred from melt
layers via an approximation formula (linear in many cases) that has been established between the observed
temperatures at nearby stations and melt layers. However, there is no guarantee that such a relationship
persisted in the past. Given that the melt layer is formed by melting and refreezing, its thickness directly
relates to the heat balance on the glacier/ice-sheet surface.
In this study, we therefore aimed to establish a novel approach for reconstructing summer temperature from
melt layers based on physical parameters that can be observed in an ice core. The melting rate of the snow/
ice surface is largely a function of air temperature (Ohmura, 2001). The meltwater generated at the surface
percolates downwards and encounters cold snow/firn and refreezes, often forming ice layers (called melt
layers in this study), as there are internal horizons that precondition faster and slower water percolation
(Wever et al., 2016). We first calculated amount of refreezing water using an energy mass balance model and
reanalysis climate data, from which summer mean temperature (SMT, average of June, July, and August)
is retrieved. SMTs were then inversely estimated from the SMT—melt layer thickness relationship. We applied this method to four ice cores recovered from Northern Hemisphere sites with a range of climates. We
also performed sensitivity analyses to understand which climatological variables affected the relationship
between reconstructed SMT and the melt layer thickness.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Calculation Procedure
We first create calibration tables for each ice-core site, which consist of refreezing amount calculated with
different combinations of SMT and precipitation. By referring to the calibration table with ice-core-derived
amounts of annual accumulation and refreezing water, we estimate SMT. To generate the calibration tables,
annual precipitation and SMT are systematically changed as controlled variables. As the seasonal patterns
of air temperature and precipitation strongly affect snow melting and therefore refreezing amount (Fujita, 2008; Sakai & Fujita, 2017), for every ice-core site, we obtain 35 calibration tables with the input variables
from 1979 to 2013 (35 years). We determine SMTs from the 35 calibration tables with a given set of annual
precipitation and refreezing amount, which correspond to accumulation and melt layer thickness in an ice
core. Then, an SMT is estimated as the average of the 35 SMTs derived from the different 35-year seasonal
patterns. The calculation procedure is depicted as a schematic block diagram in Figure S1. For further analysis, the same procedure is also performed for positive degree day (PDD) instead of SMT.
2.1.1. Calibration Table
We use daily forcing values from the ERA-Interim reanalysis data set (Dee et al., 2011). The air temperature
at the ice-core site is estimated by the pressure-level air temperatures at the closest geopotential heights
containing the site elevation (Sakai et al., 2015). The input daily values of air temperature and precipitation
for a given year are defined as follows:
Td  Te  TE  TC ,
(1)
PC
Pd 
Pe ,
PE
here T and P denote air temperature and precipitation, respectively. The subscripts d and e denote the daily
variables of the model input (d) and ERA-Interim (e), respectively; and the subscripts E and C denote the
summer means for T and annual sums for P of ERA-Interim (E) and controlled variable (C), respectively.
The other variables (wind speed, relative humidity, and solar radiation) are taken directly from the ERA-Interim data set.
FUJITA ET AL.
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The initial firn temperature is assumed to be the mean annual air temperature from the surface to 100 m
depth, and the surface energy balance and firn temperature profile are calculated with the fixed temperature
at the 100-m depth for 21 times with the same annual pattern to obtain an equilibrated temperature profile
for each combination of TC and PC. An amount of refreezing water is then obtained under the controlled
SMT (TC) and annual precipitation (PC). The controlled SMT is varied from −15°C to +5°C at an interval of
1°C, and the controlled annual precipitation is varied from 100 mm to the maximum annual accumulation
in a specific ice core at an interval of 20 mm.
We estimate SMT with the annual accumulation (PI, mm w.e.) and amount of refreezing water (Wi, kg m−2)
of a specific ice core by referring the calibration tables, which consist of SMT, annual precipitation, and
refreezing amount. The refreezing amount (Wi) is obtained from the melt layer thickness (Di, mm) in the
annual layer with firn density (ρf, kg m−3) as follows:
D
W

( i   f ) i ,
(2)
i
1000

here ρi is the ice density (900 kg m−3), we assume an initial firn density of 450 ± 100 kg m−3 before meltwater
percolating. The uncertainty of firn density (100 kg m−3) directly affects the SMT uncertainty (Section 2.1.3).
2.1.2. Forward Estimation by Biasing ERA-Interim Temperature
For cross-checking the method described above, we estimated SMT via an alternative approach that uses the
same model with the same ERA-Interim input, for which Equation 1 is modified as:
T
Te  dT ,
d
Pd  rP Pe ,
(3)
PI
rP 
,
PE
here dT is the temperature bias (°C) for the ERA-Interim temperature. The ERA-Interim precipitation (Pe)
is calibrated with a precipitation ratio (rP) defined as the ratio of PI to the annual ERA-precipitation (PE,
mm). Both PI and PE are averaged for the period with available data (from 1979 to the year each ice core was
drilled, Table 1). With the biased temperature and calibrated precipitation, we calculate the annual refreezing amounts (Wr, kg m−2) using the same energy-mass balance model by varying the input temperature with
dT, and then obtain root mean square error (RMSE) and mean error (ME) against the annual refreezing
amounts estimated from each ice core (Wi). We determine the temperature bias (dT) that would yield zero
ME, and then obtain the biased SMT (SMTBIAS). This approach is limited by the availability of the reanalysis
data (since 1979, in the case of the ERA-Interim data set) and therefore cannot be used as the principal
method for reconstructing SMT. This routine, which is also depicted in Figure S1, can be used to get more
insights in how the original approach works and what biases are expected.
2.1.3. Uncertainty of the Estimated SMTs
While recognizing that many assumptions and parameterizations both in the ice core data and in the model
are potential uncertainty contributors to the estimated SMT values, we analyze the contribution of two
uncertainty sources, namely: (1) uncertainty in the estimated amount of refreezing water in the ice core,
reflecting the assumed firn density before meltwater percolation and refreezing; and (2) uncertainty arising
from the 35 calibration tables being calculated with different seasonal patterns. We evaluate the uncertainty due to the assumed density (σd, °C) by varying the firn density from 350 to 550 kg m−3. The refreezing
amount is significantly altered by the seasonal pattern in the input meteorological variables, even under the
same combination of annual precipitation and SMT, which we demonstrate below in our sensitivity analysis (Section 2.4). We represent the uncertainty arising from the seasonality of input variables as the standard deviation of the estimated SMTs with the 35-year patterns of ERA-Interim (σs, °C). The uncertainty in

 d 2   s 2 , °C).
the estimated SMT is finally obtained as a quadratic sum of the two uncertainties
( T
Additional causes of uncertainty are: (3) meltwater percolation into the previous annual layer; and (4) water
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Table 1
Details of the Four Ice Cores Used in This Study
Ice core site
Region

Sigma-A

SE-Dome

Aurora

Belukha

Northwest Greenland

Southeast Greenland

Central Alaska

Russian Altai

Latitude (°N)

78.05

67.18

63.52

49.81

Longitude (°)

292.37

323.63

213.46

86.56

Altitude (m a.s.l.)

1500

3190

2830

4100

Year the ice core drilled

2016

2014

2008

2003

60.1

90.5

180.2

171.3a

Firn temperature at 10 m
depth (T10m, °C)

−19.9

−20.6

−2.1

−14.6

Firn density at 10 m depth
(kg m−3)

580

530

630

550

Depth at density reaching
870 kg m−3 (m)

>60.1

86.8

67.0

45.3

Coverage yearb

1902

1956

1960

1914

Seasonal changes in δD and
Na+

δ O comparison with model
outputs

Seasonal changes in δD and
Na+

Pollen identification

Age markers

Tritium and SO 24 

Tritium and SO 24 

Tritium, Cl−/Na+, and SO 24 

Tritium

Dating error

±1 year

±2 month

±3 year

±3 year

Image analysis of transmitted
light photograph

Visible inspection and X-ray
density

Visible inspection on a light
table

Visible inspection on a light
table

Mean melt layer thickness
(Di, mm)

28 ± 57

4±6

77 ± 79

54 ± 51

Mean annual accumulation
rate of ice core (PI, mm
w.e.)

314

1058

1495

399

Mean annual precipitation of
ERA-Interim (PE, mm)

197

1011

717

810

Precipitation ratio (rP)

1.60

1.05

2.09

0.49

ERA-Interim summer mean
temperature (TE, °C)

−2.25 ± 1.45

−8.34 ± 1.10

−2.42 ± 1.02

−3.51 ± 0.70

Bias for ERA-Interim
temperature (dT, °C)

−1.52 ± 0.28

+0.45 ± 0.29

−0.37 ± 0.30

+2.35 ± 0.27

Tsushima et al. (2015)

Takeuchi et al. (2004);
Okamoto et al. (2011);
Aizen et al. (2016)

Ice core depth (m)

Dating method

Method for melt layer
measurement

References for ice core

Matoba et al. (2018);
Kurosaki et al. (2020)

18

Iizuka et al. (2016);
Furukawa et al. (2017)

a

a

The ice core is not fully used for this study. bYear to which melt layers are analyzed.

refreezing without forming ice lens. We discuss these contributions to the uncertainty qualitatively (Section 4.1) because these are hard to formalize and quantify.
2.2. Model
For quantifying the relationship between SMT and melt rate, we utilize an energy mass balance model
(GLacIer energy Mass Balance model: GLIMB) that was originally developed for a Tibetan glacier (Fujita & Ageta, 2000; Fujita et al., 2007). The model consists of the surface and subsurface parts. The surface part calculates the surface energy balance at a daily time step. The subsurface part calculates the conductive heat and temperature changes in the glacier firn and ice as well as the refreezing of percolating
meltwater, which has been shown to play a key role in the mass balance of a cold glacier in central Tibet
(Fujita et al., 1996, 2000). Time and depth steps are 1-h and 0.1 m, respectively. Forcing variables are air
FUJITA ET AL.
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temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, solar radiation, and precipitation. GLIMB has been applied to
glaciers across a range of climates in High Mountain Asia (e.g., Fujita et al., 2011; Fujita & Nuimura, 2011;
Fujita & Sakai, 2014; Sakai et al., 2010, 2015).

2.2.1. Surface Energy Balance
The model solves the surface energy balance (Q, W m−2) as follows:
Q (1   s ) Rs   Rl   (Ts  273.15)4  H s  Hl  Qg ,
(4)

here αs is the surface albedo (dimensionless), Rs is the downward shortwave radiation (W m−2), Rl is the
downward longwave radiation (W m−2), ɛ is the emissivity (assumed to be 1, dimensionless) for longwave
radiations. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4) for upward longwave radiation emitted from the surface with temperature of Ts (°C). The sensible (Hs) and latent (Hl) turbulent fluxes (W m−2)
are estimated by a bulk aerodynamic method (Kondo, 1994). The conductive heat (Qg) is calculated with the
surface and snow temperatures as described in the next section. All components are positive when the heat
fluxes are directed toward the surface. The downward longwave radiation (Rl) is calculated via an empirical
equation proposed by Kondo (1994), which incorporates air temperature, relative humidity, and solar radiation. Meltwater is generated when the surface energy balance is greater than zero as:
Qm  max 0; Q  ,


(5)
td Qm
,
Ms 
lm
here Qm is the heat for snow melting (W m−2), Ms is the daily meltwater (kg m−2 day−1 or mm w.e. day−1), td
is the duration of one day (86,400 s), and lm is the latent heat of fusion of ice (3.33 × 105 J kg−1), respectively.
The schemes for albedo and for snow densification are described in the supporting information.

2.2.2. Heat Conduction
Subsurface in the model consists of snow and firn layers. The snow layer forms as a result of mass balance
during a corresponding year and thus changes in thickness and temperature are calculated. On the other
hand, the thickness and density profile of the firn layer is assumed to be unchanged, meaning that the
boundary between snow and firn layers would be fixed even if the melt exceeded the accumulated snow
(suggesting negative mass balance), while the temperature profile would be affected if such large amount
of meltwater was supplied through the boundary. Heat conduction in the snow/firn, which is required to
estimate the surface temperature and water refreezing, is calculated using the change in the temperature
profile within the snow/firn as follows:
T
 2T
 z ci z  K s 2z ,
(6)
t
z

here ρz is the snow density (kg m−3), which changes along the depth from the surface, z (m). ci is the specific
heat of ice (2100 J kg−1 K−1), Tz is the snow temperature (°C) at the depth of z, and Ks is the thermal conductivity of snow/firn (W m−1 K−1), obtained as a function of snow density (Mellor, 1977) as:

K s 0.029(1  10 4  z2 ).
(7)

The conductive heat is then obtained via the temperature gradient in the uppermost layer of snow (dTs/dz,
K m−1) as:
dT
Qg  K s s .
(8)
dz
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In this model, we calculate the temperature profile (dTs = Tz = 0.1m − Ts)
throughout the snow layer at an interval of 0.1 m (dz = 0.1 m). When
the surface is wet with meltwater or rainwater, the heat transfer in snow
becomes zero. We employ a one hour time step to calculate the heat
conduction.
2.2.3. Water Refreezing
Water percolation, in which not only meltwater but also rain and condensation water are taken into account, is calculated by a commonly
used bucket water routine scheme: water is allowed to enter each next
layer as the current layer cannot retain more water by capillary forces.
The maximum water content (wc, %), which constrains how much water
the snow layer can retain, is determined by the Monte Carlo simulation
(Section 2.2.4).
The amount of refreezing water (Wr), which forms the melt layer, is calculated for three cases: (1) water percolating into the cold snow layer, (2)
water that is retained in the snow and refrozen by the underlying cold
snow, and (3) water that is retained in the snow and refrozen by cold
events or the coming winter. Case 1 can be described by the temperature
of cold snow and the amount of percolated water as follows:
Figure 1. Locations of the ice-core sites. See also Table 1.

  c T dz


Wr min   z i z ; Wz  ,
(9)
lm



here Wz is percolated water (kg m−2) in a given snow layer at the depth of z. Both cases 2 and 3 are described
as the heat transfer between wet and dry (cold) layers as follows:


T
Wr min  t d K s z  ;Wz  ,

(10)
l
z
d
m



here Tz′ is the temperature of a given snow layer that is in contact with the wet snow layer at the depth of
z, which can be below (case 2) or above (case 3) the wet snow layer. If the wet layer is located just below
the surface, Tz′ is replaced by Ts. We assume that the refreezing water alters the snow density toward the ice
density. The freezing amount is constrained by how much latent heat can be absorbed in the layer (case 1)
or conducted from a wet layer toward above/below cold layers (cases 2 and 3). In the calculation, we do not
distinguish between these cases, and sum the calculated heat-transfer values for the three cases as refreezing water. Although the cases 2 and 3 may not necessarily result in forming ice lens but in increasing snow
grain size, we assume that all refreezing water contributes to melt layer.
2.2.4. Model Calibration
We calibrate the model parameters using meteorological data from the Sigma-A site in northwest Greenland
(Figure 1), where continuous observations have been acquired since July 2012 (Aoki et al., 2014; Niwano
et al., 2015, 2018; Nishimura et al., 2021). We perform a Monte Carlo simulation (n = 10,000) by varying
the 15 parameters related to albedo and densification, which would affect the processes of melting and refreezing (Table S1). We then determine their values by comparing the simulated and observed daily values
of surface level and albedo for the 2012–2015 period. Daily precipitation at the Sigma-A site is estimated
from the positive change of surface elevation with a certain value for fresh snow density, which is one of the
varied parameters in the Monte Carlo simulation.
2.3. Ice Cores
We apply this method to four ice cores recovered from sites with different climates: Sigma-A in northwest Greenland (drilled in 2017; Matoba et al., 2018); SE-Dome in southeast Greenland (drilled in 2015;
Furukawa et al., 2017; Iizuka et al., 2016, 2017, 2018); Aurora Peak in Alaska (drilled in 2008; Tsushima
FUJITA ET AL.
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et al., 2015); and Mt. Belukha in the Russian Altai Mountains (drilled in 2003; Aizen et al., 2016; Okamoto
et al., 2011; Takeuchi et al., 2004) (Figure 1 and Table 1).
At all sites, borehole temperatures and firn density suggest that there was no temperate wet firn over the
timescales covered by the cores (Table 1). The 10-m firn temperature (T10m, °C), which is usually assumed
as the annual mean temperature in the polar regions (Epstein et al., 1963), show similar values for the two
Greenland sites though the Sigma-A site is located farther north but at lower elevation than the SE-Dome
site. T10m at the Aurora site seems significantly warm (−2.1°C), possibly due to snow events under warm
conditions. The 10-m firn densities are similar among the sites (530–630 kg m−3) while the depth at which
firn reaches ice density is different from site by site (Table 1).
The chronology and net accumulation of each ice core were determined and calibrated in the respective
studies. Annual layers in the Sigma-A and Aurora ice-cores are defined between winters, while the SEDome ice-core is dated on a monthly scale. The Belukha ice-core is dated from pollen grains that indicate
spring and autumn. The reconstructed annual accumulation (PI) suggests that the Sigma-A and Belukha
sites are in more arid condition (300∼400 mm) than the SE-Dome and Aurora sites (>1000 mm). In addition, PI and the ERA-Interim annual precipitation (PE) show different features between sites. Not only the
annual means (rP = PI/PE = 1.05) but also the inter-annual variations are surprisingly consistent at the SEDome site (Furukawa et al., 2017) while precipitation of the reanalysis data set is generally underestimated
at the high elevation mountain due to a coarse resolution of topography in the reanalysis model (rP = 1.60
for Sigma-A and rP = 2.09 for Aurora sites). Although it is unclear why the ERA-Interim precipitation was
overestimated for the Belukha site (rP = 0.49), the vapor might not be removed sufficiently during transportation to the Siberian inland in the reanalysis model. Although there is no study that evaluated the
performance of such vapor transfer in the reanalysis data set, a study using water stable isotopes in snow
suggests a significant contribution of vapor recycling to winter precipitation in the inland Siberia, which is
not represented in the reanalysis data set (Kurita et al., 2004).
Melt layer thickness was observed by different methods for each ice core (Table 1). The minimum melt layer
thickness is 1 ± 1 mm in all of the ice cores. It is assumed that a single melt layer is formed with the water
generated by melting during the corresponding year. When multiple layers are counted, their thicknesses
are summed into a single layer. Horizontal advection and excess water that infiltrated from the above layer
would disturb the ice-core information, regardless of the applied method. The smoothed density profile of
each ice core is used to determine the thermal conductivity (Equation 7). We also use observed temperature
records at nearby stations (SMTSTA) to validate the reconstructed/biased SMTs (Table S2).
2.4. Sensitivity Calculation
The relationship between SMT and refreezing amount is expected to depend on the climatic setting as inferred from studies on mass balance sensitivity (Fujita, 2008; Sakai & Fujita, 2017). We therefore perform
sensitivity analyses with idealized meteorological inputs to better understand how this relationship is governed by the given climatic condition.
2.4.1. Idealized Meteorological Inputs
We analyze the meteorological variables in the ERA-Interim data set at three of the ice-core sites (Sigma-A,
Aurora, and Belukha). We first obtain a Fourier curve fitting for a given long-term averaged variable such as
wind speed, air temperature and precipitation as:
2

vd y 
v   (a sin  d  b cos  d ),
(11)
 1

here vd y and v are the Fourier-fit variable at a given day of year (dy) and annual mean, respectively. The
day of year is converted to the radian unit (dθ = 2π(dy/365)). The idealized wind speed (ws, m s−1) is simply
converted from the Fourier-fit curve ( vd y replaced by wdy ) by adding a Gaussian noise of wind speed (dws,
m s−1) as follows:


ws max  wd y  dws ; 0  .
(12)
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For the air temperature ( vd y replaced by Td y ), we add a parameter to change the annual temperature range

(RT, °C) as:





RT
Ta 
Td y  vT  vT  dTa ,
(13)
Td y _max  Td y _min
here Ta is the idealized air temperature, and Tdy _max and Td y _min are the maximum and minimum temperatures of the Fourier-fit curve (Td y , °C), respectively. vT is the annual mean air temperature (°C). A Gaussian
noise of air temperature (dTa, °C) is also added.
The normalized precipitation is defined as the daily precipitation divided by the annual sum ( Pd  dd , dimensionless), and it is described as:


RP


Pd  dd  max 
Pd y  vP  vP  dPr ; 0  ,
 Pd y _max  Pd y _min

(14)
Pd  dd
,
Pr

PA





here Pd y _max and Pd y _min are the maximum and minimum normalised precipitations of the Fourier-fit curve
( Pd y , dimensionless). vP is the annual mean of normalized precipitation (dimensionless). Precipitation concentration can be regulated by a parameter RP (dimensionless). Precipitation seasonality, which expresses
how the timing of precipitation peak differs from the standard condition, can be changed by a parameter dd.
A Gaussian noise of normalized precipitation (dPr, dimensionless) is also added, and the obtained precipitation is set to zero if negative. The idealized normalized precipitation (Pr, dimensionless) is finally obtained
from the above mentioned normalized precipitation divided by the annual sum of Pd (PA, dimensionless). In
order to proceed to sensitivity analyses (Section 2.4.2), we create calibration tables by systematically varying
air temperature and precipitation as described by Equation 1. All Gaussian noises shown above are calculated from the standard deviations of all daily anomalies of the ERA-Interim variables.
Relative humidity and solar radiation are parameterized with the daily precipitation amount based on an
analysis conducted for meteorological data at multiple sites in High Mountain Asia (Matsuda et al., 2006).
We compare the residual of relative humidity (1 − Hr, dimensionless) and normalized solar radiation (Rs/Rt,
dimensionless, where Rt is the solar radiation at the top of atmosphere) with the daily precipitation amount
at the four ice-core sites. Both variables (1 − Hr and Rs/Rt) can be fit to precipitation using exponential decay
curves (Figure S2). The seasonal patterns of the normalized variables and of the daily variability are shown
in Figure S3.
2.4.2. Variables Changed
We define an idealized ice-core setting as one with a 20-mm-thick melt layer in an annual layer that is
produced from 500 mm w.e. accumulation and then evaluate how the estimated SMT varied with given
variable changes. We prepare a 30-year-long daily data set (Figure S4). We test six variables, including latitude (seasonality of solar radiation, Figure S5), temperature range (RT, Figure S6), precipitation
concentration (RP, Figure S7), and precipitation seasonality (dd, Figure S8). Using the Fourier-based
idealized meteorological input prepared above, we can test effects of individual variables independently
though these variables highly relate to each other. In addition, we test the sensitivities of SMT by varying annual accumulation amount (Figure S9) and firn albedo. Once we obtain the response of SMT
to the variables mentioned above, we calculate how the heat and mass budget components respond to
the changing variable under a constant value of SMT (–4.58°C), which is obtained with the controlled
idealized variables.
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We also perform additional sensitivity tests for the 15 parameters calibrated in Section 2.2.4 (Table S1), changing these parameters to the ranges
tested for the Monte Carlo simulation and obtaining temperature ranges
of SMT with the idealized meteorological inputs described above.

3. Results
3.1. Model Performance
The temporal changes in surface level and albedo at the Sigma-A site in
northwest Greenland are shown in Figure 2. Figure S10 shows scatter
plots of the Monte Carlo simulation (n = 10, 000), for which the most correlated relationships are selected from 15 variables (Table S1). RMSEs of
surface level and albedo are highly correlated (r = 0.571, p < 0.001), and
the parameters resulting in the minimum RMSE of surface level are used
for the following simulations (Figure S10a). Most parameters do not correlate with the RMSEs of surface level and albedo whereas the fresh snow
density (r = −0.834, p < 0.001, Figure S10b) and firn albedo (r = −0.738,
p < 0.001, Figure S10c) significantly correlate with RMSEs of surface level and albedo, respectively.
With the parameters yielding the best estimate of surface level and albedo for the Sigma-A site, we calculate RMSE and ME of the refreezing
amount by varying air temperature with the biased ERA-Interim precipitation at each site (Section 2.1.2). There is no significant minimum in the
RMSEs as shown in Figure S11, which will be discussed in Section 4.2.
We therefore determine a site-specific temperature bias (dT) for the
ERA-Interim air temperature to yield a zero ME of refreezing amount.
The calculated refreezing amount with the biased air temperature and
calibrated precipitation is compared with those estimated from the ice
cores (Figure 3). The RMSE and ME in refreezing amounts (Figures S11 and 3) are related to the assumed
firn density (Sections 2.1.2 and 2.3, and Equation 2).

Figure 2. Temporal changes in (a) surface level and (b) albedo at the
Sigma-A site, northwest Greenland, from July 2012 to December 2015. The
thick solid and thin colored lines denote the best calibrated result and best
20 estimates from the Monte Carlo simulation, respectively. RMSE and
ME denote the root mean square error and mean error, respectively. Gray
shaded regions in (b) denote the winter (polar night) period when there
were no albedo observations.

3.2. Reconstructed SMTs
The constructed calibration tables, which are presented in Figure 4, were inversely obtained from the
refreezing amounts calculated using various combinations of SMT and annual precipitation for the four
ice core sites. The tables suggest that the relationships among SMT, annual precipitation, and refreezing
amount vary between the study sites.
SMTs were then finally reconstructed from the calibration tables for the four ice core sites (SMTREC, Figure 5, referring left axis). Also shown are the SMT anomalies recorded at nearby stations (SMTSTA, Table S2,
referring right axis), and the ERA-biased SMT (SMTBIAS, Sections. 2.4.2 and 3.1, referring left axis). Two
extreme cases are found in the ice cores: (1) annual layers consisting entirely of ice (orange bars at the
upper part of each panel), and (2) annual layers without a melt layer (blue bars at the lower part of each
panel). Correlation coefficients among SMTs (reconstructed, ERA-biased, and station) are summarized in
Tables S3–S6. The SMTREC for the Sigma-A site shows significant correlations with other SMTs (Table S3)
while those for the SE-Dome (Table S4) and Aurora (Table S5) sites show no correlation with the other
SMTs. The SMTREC for the Belukha site shows no correlation with SMTBIAS but a moderate correlation with
Akkem SMTSTA (p < 0.05, Table S6). The SMTBIAS shows significant correlations with the SMTSTA at the
nearby stations for all sites.
The relationships among the annual values of SMTREC, of positive degree day sum (PDD), and of melt layer
thickness (MLT) are depicted in Figure 6. Quadratic approximations for SMTREC (Figure 6a) and linear regressions for PDD (Figure 6b) well represent the relationships among variables. The relationships between
SMTREC and MLT are similar for Sigma-A and Aurora, cold-shifted for SE-Dome, and warm-shifted for
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Belukha (Figure 6a). On the other hand, the relationships between PDD
and MLT seem different; similar for Sigma-A and SE-Dome, cold-shifted for Aurora, and warm-shifted for Belukha (Figure 6b).The different
tendency among the variables are caused by the relationships between
SMTREC and PDD (Figure 6c) showing that, even in the same SMTREC,
greater PDD will be yielded at Sigma-A and SE-Dome than at Aurora
and Belukha. The idealized meteorological data suggests that the relationship between SMT and PDD is controlled by the annual temperature
range (RT).
3.3. Sensitivity to Climatic Variables
We conduct sensitivity analyses to understand what climatic features of
input meteorological variables affect the relationship between MLT and
estimated SMT (SMTSENS, Figure 7). The SMTSENS is insensitive to latitude
(Figures S5 and 7a), precipitation concentration (Figures S7 and 7b), and
precipitation seasonality (Figures S8 and 7c), whereas variations in the
annual temperature range (Figures S6 and 7e) and firn albedo (Figure 7f)
yield significant changes in the SMTSENS, even if the same MLT (20 mm)
and accumulation (500 mm w.e.) are used. The annual precipitation
amount also significantly influences the SMTSENS (Figures S9 and 7d).

Figure 3. Observed (red circles, ice core) and simulated (purple lines)
amount of refreezing water for the four ice cores: (a) Sigma-A, (b) SEDome, (c) Aurora, and (d) Belukha. The error bars for the ice core and
shaded regions for simulated amount of refreezing water were derived
from the assumed firn density before refreezing. r and r3yr denote the
correlation coefficients of annual and 3-year running mean refreezing
amounts.

Another sensitivity test that involved varying the 15 model parameters
reveals that the largest SMT uncertainty is attributable to firn albedo
(1.28°C), followed by fresh-snow albedo (0.29°C), the threshold air temperature for rain probability (0.28°C), and the parameter kmin (0.22°C)
though the uncertainty values depend on the choice of the tested ranges
(Table S1). These results agree reasonably well with the importance of the
firn albedo, as shown above (Figure 7f). Most other parameters contribute to SMT uncertainties by < 0.01°C. Water content, which is expected
to affect the refreezing process significantly, does not affect the SMT uncertainty even when the value is varied from 3% to 10%.

4. Discussion
4.1. Uncertainty in the Reconstructed SMT

The reconstructed SMT (SMTREC) includes errors resulting from the assumed firn density and seasonal patterns of the input meteorological variables. The estimated error is expressed as a quadratic sum of both errors because these are independent of
each other (Section 2.1.3) and spans the range 0.65°C–1.57°C (σT, Table S7). The errors derived from the assumed density (σd) and seasonal pattern (σs) are 0.04°C–0.15°C, and 0.78°C–1.57°C, respectively (Table S7).
The error derived from the assumed density would increase with MLT whereas the main error for the study
sites arises from the uncertainty in the input meteorological variables. Because meltwater refreezing occurs
in the first annual layer in many cases, we consider that the assumed uncertainty of density is reasonable
(350–550 kg m−3, Table 1). The maximum error range due to seasonal patterns suggests that the linear relationship between melting and instrumental temperature from a nearby site, as used in previous studies,
is not valid. Our approach allows the errors to be quantified in the temperature reconstruction, in contrast
to previous studies (e.g., Henderson et al., 2006; Okamoto et al., 2011). However, model parameters are
calibrated with the data of surface level and albedo observed solely at the Sigma-A site (Section 3.1). There
is no observation to constrain parameters and thus it remains unknown if the calibrated parameters are applicable for the other sites. Even in the Sigma-A site, parameters affecting water percolation and refreezing
are not calibrated and thus remain uncertain.
Meltwater percolation in firn may cause additional uncertainty. Although the meltwater can percolate through the melt layer in the model, the thick (refrozen) melt layer could act as a barrier to further
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Figure 4. Calibration tables for summer mean temperature against annual precipitation (horizontal axes) and amount of refreezing water (vertical axes) for the
four ice-core sites: (a) Sigma-A, (b) SE-Dome, (c) Aurora, and (d) Belukha. The open white circles denote the ice-core data for each respective site. Melt layer
thickness was converted by assuming ice density (900 kg m−3) and initial firn density (450 kg m−3). The thin linear dashed lines denote the 100% melt feature
percentage, which implies that one annual layer consists entirely of refrozen ice for a layer with an initial firn density of 450 kg m−3.

percolation, as recently highlighted in Greenland (e.g., MacFerrin et al., 2019; Machguth et al., 2016; Vandecrux et al., 2020). As such, the heavy melt could also have caused water percolation and refreezing into
deeper and older firn, which could yield large uncertainty. Annual layers fully consisting of ice could have
formed under such events (orange bars in Figure 5). In addition, meltwater percolation is not spatially
homogeneous and its modeling remains a challenging issue (e.g., Hirashima et al., 2017). If a thick melt
layer prevented meltwater percolation in the model, the SMTREC would be underestimated because a layer
thicker than that of the present scheme would be formed under the given temperature conditions. This
would cause large SMTREC errors for the period during which thick melt layers were formed (orange bars
in Figure 5). If excess water percolated and refroze in the deeper firn layer, it would cause a warmer bias
in previous year(s) in the present scheme. In addition, with respect to water retention in firn, more realistic and complicated schemes are required to express inhomogeneous percolation and lateral flow (e.g.,
Hirashima et al., 2017; Vandecrux et al., 2020; Verjans et al., 2019) while water percolation in this study is
simulated by a commonly used bucket water routine scheme. Nevertheless, we cannot distinguish whether
a melt layer has formed in the uppermost annual layer or in deeper firn with percolated water. It is a fundamental assumption that, in an ice core analysis, melt layers should have formed within their corresponding
annual layer.
Identification of melt layers is another issue that would cause an uncertainty in the SMTREC. Although we
defined the bubble-free layer in firn as the melt layer, it may have formed by processes other than melting,
such as wind scouring or atmospheric inversion (Fegyveresi et al., 2018). Identifying the origin of these
layers would require detailed in situ investigations (Fegyveresi et al., 2018) and analysis of their noble-gas
chemistry (Orsi et al., 2015). Nevertheless, as a sensitivity test, we recalculate SMTREC with alternative data
from which thin (1-mm) melt layers are removed by assuming that such thin layers were formed as wind
crusts (Figure S12). Impact of the assumption is limited in the study sites, except for the SE-Dome site
where minimal values of SMTREC are calculated in more summers. This is because the SE-Dome firn core
contains many thin melt layers.
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4.2. Feasibility of the Method
The RMSEs and MEs of the calculated refreezing amount using the
ERA-Interim temperature at the four ice-core sites are displayed in Figure S11. There is no significant minimum to the RMSEs, which suggests
that the calculated refreezing amounts are not always consistent with
the observed melt layers, as zero refreezing could result in a flat RMSE
in colder conditions. However, periods with greater refreezing amount
seem to be well represented in Sigma-A (2007–2013), Aurora (1988–1995,
2003–2006), and Belukha (1992–2002) (Figure 3). Correlation coefficients
between the observed and modeled amounts of refreezing water are not
better than 0.340 (Sigma-A, p < 0.05). This is probably due to: 1) less reliability of the ERA-Interim data at the ice core site, and 2) uncertainty
of ice core dating. Nevertheless, the correlation coefficients of the 3-year
running means range between 0.411 and 0.687 (p < 0.05 ∼ 0.001) except
for the SE-Dome core (r = 0.061). These improved correlations suggest
that the long-term trend such as the recent warming is consistent between the ice-core-derived and modeled melt layers, though the interannual variability is not well represented due to the reasons above. The SEDome ice core seems to contain too few melt layers to apply this method.

Figure 5. Reconstructed and ERA-biased summer mean temperature
(SMTREC and SMTBIAS) from the four ice cores: (a) Sigma-A, (b) SE-Dome,
(c) Aurora, and (d) Belukha. The SMTs correspond to the left y-axis,
whereas the SMT anomalies of the nearby stations correspond to the
right y-axis. The light-blue shaded regions for SMTBIAS denote the error
associated with the assumed firn density, and the light-red shaded regions
for SMTREC denote the errors associated with the assumed firn density and
multi-year seasonal patterns of the input meteorological variables. The
annual layers without melt layer (blue bars) and with fully refrozen ice
(orange bars) are also shown.

The calibration tables for the four ice core sites show different color appearances (Figure 4). Although the calibration tables for Sigma-A and
SE-Dome appear similar, the ice-core data (accumulation and refreezing amount) are plotted in different domains on the tables (Figures 4a
and 4b). The different temperature distributions imply that the reconstructed SMTREC differ among the sites, even for the same melt layer
thickness (MLT), with colder SMTs at the two Greenland sites and warmer SMTs at Aurora and Belukha (the warmest site). Conversely, the same
amount of meltwater (and refreezing) occurs at lower temperatures in
Greenland compared with Alaska and Russian Altai mountains. In the
two calibration tables for Greenland, the temperature isolines are almost
horizontal, suggesting that the amount of annual accumulation does not
affect the relationship between MLT and SMT (Figures 4a and 4b). In
contrast, the inclined temperature isolines in the calibration tables for
Aurora and Belukha suggest that the SMTREC are affected by annual accumulation, even if the same MLT is found (Figures 4c and 4d). Namely, the
SMTREC will be lower in case of the larger annual accumulation.

Figure 6. Relationships between (a) reconstructed summer mean temperature (SMTREC) and melt layer thickness (MLT), and (b) positive degree day (PDD)
and MLT of the four ice cores, and (c) SMT and PDD. Error bars denote the errors associated with the assumed firn density and meteorological patterns. R site 2
denotes the coefficient of determination for regression line at the site such as SA: Sigma-A, SE: SE-Dome, AU: Aurora, and BE: Belukha. Thin black lines in (c)
denote the relationships estimated from the idealized meteorological data with different annual temperature range (RT).
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of the estimated SMTs to the following variables: (a) latitude, (b) precipitation concentration,
(c) date of precipitation peak (precipitation seasonality), (d) annual precipitation, (e) temperature range, and (f) firn
albedo. We assumed a 20-mm-thick melt layer and 500 mm w.e. annual accumulation (except for the sensitivity to (d)
annual precipitation). Ineffective parameters are depicted in blue while effective ones are depicted in red. The shaded
regions denote the estimation errors associated with the assumed firn density and year of calculation.

If winter cooling could not refreeze all retained water, the thermal condition of firn would be temperate and
then the percolated water could distribute not only within the annual layer but also in the deeper and older
firn. The upper left side of the calibration table, at which the refreezing water is more than annual precipitation, represents such the temperate condition. However, the combination of annual accumulation and
MLT analyzed from the ice cores (Figure 4) and the borehole temperatures (Table 1) suggest that the firn
preserves cold content at all sites. This issue should be noted when this method is applied to warmer sites.
Figure 5a shows that the model successfully reproduces the warm periods at Sigma-A since 2000 and during
the 1950s, whereas the temperature bottoms out in the 1960s and before the 1940s, for which no melt layer is
commonly observed. A similar feature (i.e., a bottomed-out temperature and no melt layer) is also found in
the SE-Dome temperature (Figure 5b). It suggests a limitation of this method by which SMT cannot be estimated for the year without melt layer. Although of limited frequency, annual layers without melt layer are
also found in the Aurora and Belukha ice cores (Figures 5c and 5d). Conversely, an annual layer that consisted entirely of ice could have a large uncertainty because the excess percolated water could have refrozen
in a deeper/older firn layer, and could also have run off to lower elevations. Even with any other method,
however, it would not be possible to obtain a precise temperature from an ice core that has been affected by
substantial melting. A thick melt layer could also result in horizontal movement of percolated water in the
firn layer, which could disturb the firn structure and preserved climatic/atmospheric information. Heavy
melt event in 2012 could have disturbed the information of accumulation and refreezing in the firn across
the entire Greenland (e.g., Nghiem et al., 2012; Niwano et al., 2015).
The SMTREC shows significant correlations with the nearby station SMTSTA for the Sigma-A and Belukha
sites (Table S3 and S6) but no correlation for the SE-Dome and Aurora sites (Tables S4 and S5). The uncorrelated temperatures, which could be due to few melt layers contained in the SE-Dome ice core, suggest the
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limitation of this method as mentioned above (Figure 5b and Table S4). On the other hand, the uncorrelated
temperatures for the Aurora ice core could be due to uncertainty in ice-core dating because the correlation
coefficients are significantly improved when the 3-year running means are compared (r = 0.319 ∼ 0.433,
Table S5). Considering the inconsistent relationships among the Alaskan station data, Big Delta and Fairbanks may not be appropriate sites for the validation. SMTREC for the Belukha site shows no correlation
with SMTBIAS but with the Akkem and SO11 temperatures (Table S6). SMTREC and SO11 are significantly
correlated, but not in perfect agreement, even though they are based on the same data of melt layer thickness. This is due to the fact that SO11 is based on a linear relationship between temperature and melt layer
thickness, whereas that for SMTREC is nonlinear. The good correlations among SMTs for the Sigma-A site
may be the result of the parameter calibration of the model. To estimate SMT at an ice-core site, where observational data is basically unavailable, some degree of parameter adjustments is needed but it should not
be over-tuned for avoiding a site-specific bias.
The direct relationships between MLT and SMT are similar for the Sigma-A and Aurora sites (Figure 6a),
even though the calibration tables (Figures 4a and 4c), and the MLT and PDD (Figure 6b) exhibit similar
features only for the two Greenland sites. The inconsistency may be attributed to the relationships between
SMT and PDD (Figure 6c). The idealized climate variables suggest that the SMT-PDD relationship is regulated by the annual temperature range (RT). The rather simple relationship between PDD and snow melt
is attributed to the significant contribution of downward longwave radiation to the energy budget over the
snow surface (Ohmura, 2001). Based on this concept, Winski et al. (2018) converted the melt amounts,
which were estimated from MLT, to SMT (July and August in their study) by assuming a linear relationship
between PDD and melt, and a normal distribution of daily temperatures for converting PDD into SMT.
Although the results of our analysis also show that PDD affects the snow melt linearly, the relationship
differs site by site. In addition, the SMT-PDD relationship would further alter the relationship between SMT
and snow melt. It suggests that, to better understand the relationship between temperature and snow melt,
we have to analyze those among SMT, PDD and snow melt. Variation of the points around the corresponding approximate curve or line could be affected by variability of the other climatic factors such as annual
accumulation.
4.3. Comparison With Water Stable Isotopic Compositions
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method and the traditional method of inferring temperature
from isotopes, we compare the SMTREC, SMTBIAS, and annual averages of deuterium isotopes (WSI) in the
four ice cores (Figure S13). The interannual variability of deuterium isotopes differs from site to site, being
large at the Sigma-A and Belukha sites, and small at the SE-Dome and Aurora sites. Fluctuations and trends
in deuterium isotope are different to those of SMT at the same site. No correlation is found between WSI
and SMTs (Tables S3–S6) except for that between the Belukha WSI and Akkem SMTSTA (Table S6). The
inconsistency between SMT and WSI can be attributed to variability of vapor source, seasonality of precipitation, meltwater percolation, and post-depositional change. SMT contains information about summer
conditions while the annual WSI signal could be affected by winter accumulation and seasonal variability
of precipitation, though the main precipitation season seems to be summer at the study sites, except for the
SE-Dome site (Figure S3c). However, even when the summer mean deuterium isotope and temperatures
are compared for the SE-Dome and Belukha ice cores, which are dated in monthly and semi-annual cycles,
respectively, no correlation is found (not shown). In addition, the dating uncertainty should affect the inconsistency between the SMTBIAS and WSI. The WSI approach requires observational temperature data to
convert WSI to temperature as well as the empirical approach based on melt layers while our new method
can estimate SMT without instrumental record. Despite these discrepancies, we consider that it is meaningful to provide alternative and independent temperature information by our method.
4.4. Parameters Affecting the Reconstructed SMT
The results of the sensitivity simulation suggest that the estimated SMTSENS increases as annual precipitation increases until 400 mm (Figure 7d). More precipitation would keep the surface albedo higher and thus
warmer temperature is required to produce the same amount of meltwater. On the other hand, the SMTSENS
falls along with increasing annual precipitation if higher than 400 mm. Heat and mass budget analysis
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suggests that rain input proportionally increases with annual precipitation if the SMT is unchanged. It implies that, to yield the same thickness of melt layer, the SMTSENS has to decrease with the increase of annual
precipitation.
The likelihood of high positive temperatures during the summer increases as temperature range increases.
Such warming events would result in the formation of meltwater and subsequent refreezing, such that the
SMTSENS could be lower (Figure 7e). A slight drop in the SMTSENS around the zero temperature range is
caused by a necessity to reduce the probability of rain. This suggests that the temperature range of reanalysis data should be reliable at an ice core site, even if the representativeness of temperature and precipitation
were uncertain. In addition, variability of the temperature range in the past could cause a large uncertainty
in the estimated SMT.
Firn albedo as a boundary condition shows an obvious positive correlation with the SMTSENS (Figure 7f).
It can be explained by a change in the energy budget of the snow surface. A lower albedo could enhance
snow melting even under lower temperature environment and vice versa. This suggests that improvement of the albedo scheme is required for a more precise estimation of SMT. In addition, to apply this
method to Asian ice cores, which contain more impurities such as dust and black carbon than those in
other regions (Ginot et al., 2014; Takeuchi et al., 2009), we have to know how much albedo was reduced
with a dusty layer found in an ice core. The timing of dust deposition is also important because snowfall
or melting events following the deposition would drastically alter the surface albedo (Fujita, 2007; Fujita
et al., 2011).
Change in latitude does not affect SMTSENS (Figure 7a) while it largely alters the seasonality of solar radiation (Figure S5). The heat and mass budget analysis suggests that, at a high accumulation zone where
ice cores are drilled, the summertime solar radiation and thus the net shortwave radiation vary little with
latitude.
Although it has been pointed out that precipitation concentration and seasonality strongly influenced glacier mass balance and its response to temperature change in sensitivity analyses previously conducted (Fujita, 2008; Fujita & Ageta, 2000; Sakai & Fujita, 2017), these variables do not show any significant influence
on the temperature estimation (Figures 7b and 7c). The heat and mass budget analysis suggests that, whether due to concentration or seasonality, there is not only a decrease in melt amount through higher albedo
conditions, but also an increase in rain water input. These conflicting responses compensate and then yield
the same refreezing amount.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we offered a novel method to estimate summer mean temperature (SMT) from melt layers in
an ice core with a physical background. In contrast to traditional and empirical approaches, this method
allows us to estimate SMT using only ice-core information, meaning that an approximate relationship between the observed local temperature and melt layer is not required. Despite the lack of a strong correlation
between the SMTs reconstructed by this method and those observed at nearby stations, some significant
features and trends (e.g., warm periods and recent warming) were well reproduced for three of the ice core
sites. However, the reconstructed SMTs at the cold, high-accumulation site in southeastern Greenland were
inconsistent with observed temperatures because the conditions were generally too cold to produce meltwater. The temperature range over which SMTs can be reconstructed using this method is likely to be −6°C to
+1°C. In addition, the quadratic relationship between SMT and melt layer thickness varies under different
climate regimes. Sensitivity analyses suggest that the annual temperature range and annual precipitation
amount have a significant influence on the relationship between the SMT and melt layer thickness, among
which the annual precipitation amount is available as a fundamental information (as accumulation rate).
Therefore, both the accuracy of annual temperature range in the reanalysis data set and the assumption of
a constant annual temperature range in the past are crucial for estimating reliable SMT. Firn albedo, which
was assumed to be invariant over time as a boundary condition, is also important to estimate summer mean
temperature precisely. We analyzed only firn cores in this study, from which the melt layers were easily
identified. Further work requires a method for extracting the melt layer from deeper ice.
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Data Availability Statement
Accumulation and melt layer thickness of four ice cores used in this study are provided in the supporting
information. Observational air temperature data are available through the website of National Centers for
Environmental Information in National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (https://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/), and of Cappelen (2016). Access URLs for individual data are listed in Table S2. The ERA-Interim reanalysis data were downloaded from the ECMWF server (https://apps.ecmwf.int/sso/login/openid-connect/).
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mm) of the ice-cores at SA:Sigma-A, SE:SE-Dome, AU:Aurora, and BE:Belukha, respectively.
Data Set S: ds.csv Summer mean temperature observed at the Akkem station (see Table
S).
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Methods
Albedo

As solar radiation is the main heat source for snow melting, the albedo estimate has a strong
influence on the modeled generation of meltwater, and therefore refreezing water. We utilize
a scheme proposed by Kondo and Xu () to estimate the temporal change in daily surface
albedo (αd , dimensionless), which is calculated as follows:
αd = (αd−1 − αf )e−1/k + αf ,

(S)

here αd−1 and αf are the albedos of the previous day and firn, respectively, and k is a parameter
that expresses the exponential decrease in surface snow albedo with time. The number of days
since the last fresh snow is set to zero (d = 0) when the snowfall is greater than a threshold
amount (PS_min , mm w.e.). The surface snow albedo reduces exponentially with time, with k
depending on air temperature of (Ta , ◦ C) as follows:
"
#
dk
k = max kmin ; kmin +
(T − Tt ) ,
(S)
dT a
here kmin , Tt , and dk/dT are the minimum value of k, threshold air temperature that yields
kmin , and a negative slope (< 0 ◦ C−1 ) at a temperature lower than Tt , respectively. The albedo
of fresh snow (α0 , dimensionless) also depends on the air temperature when snowfall occurs
as:



α0 = αmax
(αf − αmax )(Ta − Tmin )
=
+ αmax
Tmax − Tmin
= αf

[Ta < Tmin ] ,
[Tmin ≤ Ta ≤ Tmax ] ,
[Ta > Tmax ] ,

(S)

here αmax is the albedo of fresh and cold snow, Tmin and Tmax are the threshold air temperatures
for the albedo of the falling snow. The surface albedo is affected by a darker firn when the snow
layer is thin. If we assume that solar radiation penetrates through the snow layer via Fick’s
second law of diffusion (Giddings and LaChapelle; ), the surface snow albedo (αs ) over
the underlying firn (αf ) can be calculated as follows:
2 − w(1 − y)
,
2 + w(1 − y)
2(1 − αd )
w=
,
1 + αd
h
i
2(1 − αf ) − w(1 + αf ) e−µs Ds
,
y=
−w(1 + αf ) cosh(µs Ds ) − 2(1 − αf ) sinh(µs Ds )

αs =

(S)

here Ds is the snow layer thickness above the firn surface (m), and µs is the extinction coefficient
of snow (m−1 ) (Greuell and Konzelmann; ).

.

Densification of snow layers

The change in snow thickness above the firn, which affects the surface albedo, as described in
Eq. (S), is calculated as the change in snow density for a daily time step as:
P
ρz dz
1 dρz
=
,
(S)
ρz dt
ηz
here ρz is the snow density (kg m−3 ) at depth of z (m) and ηz is the snow viscosity (kg m−2 day).
This change is calculated with the overburden load from depth z to the surface (Σρz dz, kg m−2 ).
The snow viscosity is described as follows:
ηz = fw ηc ecd ρz ,

(S)

here ηc and cd are constants (kg m−2 day and m3 kg−1 , respectively), and fw is a parameter
that depends on the presence of water, which is set to . when no water exists (Fujita; ).
The density and thickness of snow layers varied temporally based on the snow densification
process, which incorporates the snow viscosity and overburden load at a given snow layer.
Details of the model are described in Fujita and Ageta (), Fujita et al. (), and Fujita
and Sakai ().
All parameter values from Eqs. (S) to (S) are determined via the Monte Carlo simulation
described in the Sect. ...



ERA-Interim
Te , Pe , Rs , ws , Hr
Eq. 1:

TC = –15, –14, … , +5 ºC
PC = 100, 120, … , 1000 mm
SMTBIAS =TE + dT

GLIMB

Eq. 2: Wr (TE + dT , PI ) = Wi

Wr (TC , PC )

TC (Wr , PC ): Calibration Table × 35 patterns

Ice core
PI, Wi (Di , ρf)

SMTREC

Figure S Block diagram for estimating the reconstructed summer mean temperature
(SMTREC ) and the biased ERA-temperature (SMTBIAS ). Te , Pe , Rs , ws , Hr denote daily values
of air temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, wind speed, and relative humidity in the
ERA-Interim reanalysis data. TC and PC denote summer mean temperature and annual precipitation to regulate the input variables in Eq. (). Wr is the calculated amount of refreezing
water. PI and Di denote annual accumulation and melt layer thickness obtained from ice core
analysis. Wi is refreezing amount converted from melt layer thickness with an assumed firn
density (ρf ). dT is temperature bias that yield zero mean error between Wi and Wr .



Figure S Relationships between daily precipitation and (a) normalised solar radiation (Rs /Rt )
and (b) the residual of the relative humidity (1 − Hr ) for the four ice-core sites and idealised
settings for the sensitivity analysis (black circles). The best-fit exponential curves (black lines)
were calculated from all the data from the four ice-core sites. The error bars denote the standard deviations for each data section.



Figure S Long-term seasonal patterns of (a) air temperature anomaly (Ta − TA ), (b) wind
speed (ws ), (c) normalised precipitation (Pr ), (d) relative humidity (Hr ), and (e) normalised
solar radiation (Rs /Rt ). (f–j) Histograms of the daily anomalies in the long-term patterns of
the respective variables. The coloured lines denote ERA-Interim data for the four ice-core
sites. The black lines with grey shaded regions denote the idealised variables for the sensitivity
analysis.


Figure S Standard settings of (a) air temperature anomaly (Ta − TA ), (b) wind speed (ws ), (c)
precipitation (Pr PC ), (d) relative humidity (Hr ), and (e) solar radiation (Rs ) for the sensitivity
analysis. The shaded regions denote the interannual variability. The smoothed red line in (e)
denotes the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.


Figure S Examples of downward solar radiation (orange lines) affected by changing latitude for the sensitivity analysis. The shaded regions denote the interannual variability. The
smoothed red lines denote the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.

Figure S Examples of varying temperature range (RT ) for the sensitivity analysis. The shaded
regions denote the interannual variability.

Figure S Examples of varying precipitation concentration (RP ) for the sensitivity analysis.
Not only precipitation (Pr PC ) but also relative humidity (Hr ) and solar radiation (Rs ) are affected. The shaded regions denote the interannual variability. The smoothed red lines in the
solar radiation plots denote the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.



Figure S As Fig. S, but for varying precipitation seasonality (dd ).

Figure S As Fig. S, but for varying annual precipitation amount (PC ).



Figure S Scatter plots of the Monte Carlo simulation (n = 10, 000), showing the highest
correlations between (a) surface level and albedo RMSEs, (b) fresh snow density and surface
level RMSEs, and (c) firn albedo and albedo RMSEs. The open circles denote the parameters
that yield the best estimate of the surface level RMSE.



Figure S Root mean square error (RMSE) and mean error (ME) of the calculated amount
of refreezing water using the ERA-Interim dataset at the four ice-core sites. The temperature
where ME equals to zero was adopted to calculate the biased ERA-temperature (SMTBIAS ). The
shaded regions denote the errors associated with the assumed firn density (Sect. ..).



Figure S Reconstructed summer mean temperature (SMT) based on the approach of this
study (SMTREC ) and that from a modified melt layer thickness, from which -mm thick layers
are removed (SMTexwc ).



Figure S Reconstructed (SMTREC , red lines) and ERA-biased (SMTBIAS , light blue) summer
mean temperatures (left axes), and deuterium isotope (purple, right axes) from (a) Sigma-A,
(b) SE-Dome, (c) Aurora, and (d) Belukha ice-core sites. Ranges in temperature and deuterium
isotope scales are uniform among the sites ( ◦ C for SMT axes and ‰ for deuterium axes).
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SMT uncertainty denotes the uncertainty of reconstructed summer mean temperature (SMT) associated with the range in each parameter.

Minimum threshold temperature for fresh snow albedo
Maximum threshold temperature for firn albedo
Parameter for albedo reduction
Parameter of water presence
for snow densification
Parameter for snow viscosity
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Table S Parameters tested in the Monte Carlo simulation.
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Observation since
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Tasiilaq
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Big Delta
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.

Gulkana

Belukha
N

NNW

Data at Fairbanks:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets/GHCND/stations/GHCND:USW/detail

Data at Gulkana:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets/GHCND/stations/GHCND:USW/detail

Data at Big Delta:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets/GHCND/stations/GHCND:USW/detail

Data at Akkem is provided as Data Set 
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.

Akkem

Aurora





.

.

Fairbanks

Data at Thule:
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets/GHCND/stations/GHCND:GLW/detail

Corresponding ice core Sigma-A
Sigma-A
SE-Dome
Aurora
Aurora
site
Direction and distance SSW
S
SSW
NE
SSE
(km) from ice core site
Data at Qaanaaq and Tasiilaq (Cappelen; ):
https://www.dmi.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/Rapporter/TR//DMIRep_.zip

Longitude

Latitude

Thule

Qaanaaq

(◦ N)

Station name

Table S Meteorological stations nearby ice core sites used in this study.

Table S Correlation coefficients among water stable isotope (WSI) and summer mean temperatures for the Sigma-A ice core. Upper-right and lower-left groups denote the results from annual and -year running means. SMTREC and SMTBIAS denote the summer mean temperature
reconstructed by the method of this study and that from the biased ERA-Interim temperature,
respectively. Significance levels are: a p < 0.001, b p < 0.01, c p < 0.05, d p < 0.1, respectively.
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Table S As Table S, but for the SE-Dome ice core.
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Table S As Table S, but for the Aurora ice core.
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Fairbanks

.

.

.c

.

.a

−

Table S As Table S, but for the Belukha ice core. SO denotes the summer mean temperature reconstructed by Okamoto et al. ().
Belukha

WSI

SMTREC

SMTBIAS

Akkem

SO
.

WSI

−

.

.

.c

SMTREC

.

−

–.

.c

.a

SMTBIAS

.

.

−

.a

.

Akkem

.

.a

.a

−

.c

SO

.b

.a

.

.a

−



Table S Errors for the reconstructed SMTs (σT , ◦ C), which are the quadratic sum of those
derived from the assumed firn density (σd , ◦ C) and the seasonal patterns of the input meteorological variables (σs , ◦ C).
Ice core site

Sigma-A

SE-Dome

Aurora

Belukha

σT (◦ C)

.

.

.

.

σd

(◦ C)

.

.

.

.

σs

(◦ C)

.

.

.

.
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